
Using Inkscape with Design Space
Using Inkscape 1.1 and Design Space 6.4 on Windows 10 

Looking at...
1. Single upload to Design Space for a whole project
2.  Isola ng pieces and score lines
3. Changing the layout
4. Changing the color of, or adding elements to, individual pieces

One of my favorite sources for design files is Dreaming Tree (www.3dsvg.com).  The file format they 
use is to have complete layouts for each page that needs to be cut.  Score lines are typically one object
for the whole page layout, and the pieces to be cut are another.  You a ach these within Design Space,
then make your project.   Most mes this works fine. (For convenience, I’ll call this the  “pieces and 
score layout”).

While there are techniques that give you some flexibility to deal with this type of layout – the tutorials
on Dreaming Tree help a lot – there are mes that you might want to use Inkscape to process the files 
before moving them to Design Space: Perhaps to create a combined file so you only upload a single 
file to Design space for a whole project, or you want to add drawn elements, or separate out 
individual pieces and their score lines to color or cut individually. 

You can use Inkscape to do this.  It might seem complicated, but once you know how, it only takes a 
short me to process. 

1. Size: You need to size your document so Design Space understands it.
2.  It ma ers how your svg files are saved for Design Space. Save as Plain SVG

How to do it?

Start a new document in Inkscape.*  Import the file(s) that you want to work with.  If you are 
modifying a file to extract pieces, it’s simple to work with one at a me.  If you want to combine a 
bunch of files into one, then you can just select them all at the same me, and drag them into 
Inkscape.  

*I set my document size to 11.5 x 11.5 inches, with a user units per inch of 72. 
Access document proper es with ctl-shi -D



COMBINE ALL PROJECT FILES INTO A SINGLE .SVG FILE (Takes about a minute)
1. Have both File Explorer and Inkscape on your screen. 
2. In File Explorer, select all the files in your project and drag them onto your Inkscape canvas.
3. ADJUST THE SIZE:  Inkscape usually imports the wrong dimensions so we need to adjust: 

• On the Inkscape canvas:  Select all (ctl-a)
• Check your documenta on for your project, and find the width of the largest piece. 
• Select ALL (ctl-a), make sure the lock between height and width fields is checked.
• Type in the width of the largest item in the width field to resize your project. 
• Follow the direc ons on SIZING AND SAVING YOUR FILE below. 

2. ISOLATE SINGLE PIECES AND THE CORRESPONDING SCORE CUT LINES.
     In this case lets make every piece its own cut and score group. 

Open a new Inkscape document and import the file you want to alter.
ADJUST THE SIZE AS ABOVE

Score marks:

• lock the pieces path for now
• Ungroup anything that is grouped (ctl-a then ctl-shi -G)
• Select the score mark path with the select tool (Fn_1) 
• Change the fill color on the path to the same color as your pieces – this keeps the color 

intact when you combine the score and path later. 
• Break it apart.  (shi -ctl-K)
• Use the node pointer (Fn_2) to select just the nodes that go with the corresponding piece.
• Combine those into a single path.  (ctl-K)
• Repeat for each piece  (if you are just isola ng a single piece or so, delete what you don’t 

want)
• Lock the score mark paths for now

Pieces
• Unlock the piece shape path
• Select the path that defines the pieces (don’t select any score paths) by clicking on them. 
• Break  apart – (shi -ctl-K) 
• With your select tool, Select the path(s)  that make up a single piece shape by drawing a 

selec on rectangle around it
• Combine  into a single path (ctl-K) 
• Repeat for each piece that you want to work with.
• Unlock the scoreline paths 
• Select the path you just made and the corresponding score path you made earlier and 

either group – or, be er – combine (ctl-K) 

Note: With the pieces separated in the file, the layout in Design Space will not necessarily be 
preserved when you “Make” the project.  You can do that by arranging your pieces of the same



color within Design Space then using “a ach”.  You may want to do that to save paper.  On the 
other hand, you can now manipulate each piece separately, or change the color and cut 
separately, etc. 

SIZING and SAVING YOUR FILE

 RESIZE TO CONTENT:
Design space is nit-picky on size, and Inkscape has a bit of a bug, so before saving,

you must resize your document to the drawing size.  
(nerd note:   Inkscape counts stroke width as part of the document size, and we don’t want that. 
This is true even if you have geometric bounding set in Inkscape. )

 Forcing the size
Recommended

Add one rectangular path large enough to surround all your pieces.  Send this 
rectangle to the back, so it won’t cover up your file preview image in Design 
Space.

Alterna vely: 
Make sure there is no stroke-color set on any objects that are on the perimeter of your 
drawing. Fill color can be whatever, but no stroke color.

Now unselect everything (ESC key) then press ctl-shi -R.
  ---Alterna vely, you can select all then size (ctl-a then ctl-shi -R)

  (You can also find “resize to content” in  your document panel (ctl-shi -D) and under “Custom Size”
click on “Resize page to content”.  Then with all or nothing selected, click “Resize page to drawing or 
selec on”)  

Note: though you can resize in Design Space, saving with the proper dimensions here will mean that 
each me you insert the uploaded file, it will be the correct size. 

SAVE AS PLAIN SVG
Use “save as”  and be sure to use the plain svg format.   (Inkscape does not remember 
that you save a plain svg, so you must use the “save as” each me in order to save as 
plain svg.)

A er uploading into Design Space, ungroup and delete the surrounding rectangle.



Some other notes...

*Moving groups on the canvas may cause changes in the svg commands that confuse Design 
Space    – THIS SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN FIXED WITH THE LATEST VERSION OF DESIGN SPACE – but if you 
do encounter it, here’s some info.

A er you group, if you move the group,  Inkscape may encode the svg in a way that Design space does
process correctly.  It can result in your object dimensions being changed and the layout, or objects 
being in the wrong place or being the wrong size.  It is always a good prac ce to ungroup-regroup 
each group just before saving, unless you are sure you did not move any groups.    (Use shi -ctl-g 
followed by ctl-g to do that for each group.)  In my experience this doesn’t happen if you are doing a 
select all and moving everything, even though it contains groups, but your results may vary.  If you see
something very strange in your output, follow the steps above and see if it helps.

Layers – occasionally have  caused me issues.  If you’ve eliminated the groups issue, then moving all 
your objects outside of layers.     To do that, select all (ctl-a), cut (ctl-x), delete the layer in the objects 
panel, and paste in place (ctl-alt-v).  The newest release of Design space seems to be handling things 
be er. 

Inkscape: Geometric vs. Visual Bounding Box
In Inkscape I always recommend using the Geometric Bounding box rather than visual.
That way when you change sizes of objects, the size you set is dependent on the path, and does not 
add in the stroke width. 
Set it in Edit → Preferences → Tools → Bounding box to use 


